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RECENT FOX RIVER LINE HAPPENINGS

Joe Solinski

Photographer unknown, Mark Lanuza collection - courtesy SLIHS.

South Elgin Residents and Volunteers
Make it Big Time at The Museum

Joe Solinski has been a Fox River Trolley Museum member
since 2009. Let’s look at the record. This article will detail the
endeavors in word and picture. The purpose - to encourage,
inform and instruct. We need member/volunteers to accomplish
the mission of the Museum.
Joe is a resident of South Elgin and happily married to Sandy
and they reside on Ann Street on the “East Side” of the village.
They are both employed in Elgin and both are long time residents of the area. Both feel strongly about community involvement and service. Joe also has an interest in “trains” and he and
Sandy passed the Museum grounds many many times. He
admired the industriousness, purpose and activity he saw. He
thought “I (we) may have some skills that might be useful to the
Museum and it’s Mission.” One day he just sorta volunteered to
someone to “see what he could do.” And of course Sandy had
similar experiences and volunteered. They both eventually filled
(Continued on page 3)

Joe Solinski

Hollywood station 1955 — Hollywood station now. What a difference 55 years makes — and Joe Solinski’s handiwork.

From the Front Platform
What Teamwork Has Done

T

eamwork-setting aside personal prominence for the goals of the whole- along with
partnership is another of the major foundation stones of our museum. When each
member joins the museum team, we become a stronger, more productive organization.
Goals that are impossible for one or a few are achievable for the whole team.
Teamwork, though, does not just happen. It takes effort to build a team. That effort
involves communication, coordination and commitment. We need to talk to each
other-share our ideas and goals. We need to explain to other members of the team
where we are going and why we are going there. Communications is why our
newsletter is so important to creating the teamwork the museum needs to achieve its
goals. Communication is not enough, though. Having the team move in the same
direction, whether for a car project, track project or our daily operations, means that
we must coordinate our efforts. This is where the talents and skills of our department
heads come in to the play. Each department head contributes to our teamwork by
coordinate our team efforts. Finally, we need to stay focused and on-track. We need
commitment to our goals. Jumping from one thing to another does not create teamwork
and does not achieve our goals. Instead, commitment-our pledge of time and personal
investment to move forward with the plans and decisions that we have made-is the
glue that keeps the team together and moving forward. Communication, coordination
and commitment bind us together into the Fox River Trolley Museum team.
See you in South Elgin.

Ed Konecki
edwardkonecki@aol.com
847-209-5453

Ed would appreciate your comments and or suggestions. He can be reached by email at the address above or at the phone number shown.
Editor’s Note; This “Front Platform” is being reprinted from issue 2001-3 because
of its appropriateness to the events of 2009 and 2010.
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Volunteers
Make it Big Time
(Continued from page 1)

Joe Solinski

out membership applications were accepted and became
members. Jo Hazinski, Car Department Superintendent, saw an
opportunity for assistance in his department and befriended the
Solinski’s.
So what happened? To paraphrase poetess Elizabeth Barrett
Browning, “Let me count the ways” or at least some of them. Most
every day come rain, sleet, snow, or shine he and Sandy visit
Museum grounds doing a security check for vandalism etcetera.
(Continued on page 4)

Joe Solinski

Replacing failing corner trim with new.

Joe Solinski

Failing door and other trim replaced.

MISSION
To preserve and interpret Chicago’s electric transport era
that began in the 1890s and peaked before 1950. The electric
transport era is significant because electric railways, including
interurban, rapid transit, and streetcars, helped the Chicago
region grow to be one of North America’s great metropolitan
areas. The Museum strives to show that electric railways were
more than convenient, they were and are a way of life for
generations of people from all walks of life.
The Museum fulfills this mission by preserving,
interpreting, and operating historic railway vehicles on its
demonstration electric railway, over the Aurora, Elgin and
Fox River Electric route at South Elgin, Illinois. Furthermore,
the museum preserves, displays and interprets smaller artifacts,
photos, oral histories, and documents which help relate the
importance of electric transport in and around the Chicago
Metropolitan Area, putting them in context with their
surroundings and era.

Back side of Hollywood shelter showing new corner trim.

FOX RIVER LINES STAFF
Managing Editor—Don MacBean
817 College Ave. #5, Wheaton, IL 60187
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entirety, is strictly prohibited without prior permission from the editorial staff or the FRTA Board of
Directors. Entire contents Copyright © 2010 Fox River Trolley Association, Inc.
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Volunteers Make it Big Time

Joe Solinski

(Continued from page 3)
They e-mail or phone an “all is well” or an “all is not well and
this is what we found” to appropriate Museum management.
We will never know exactly what all of the benefits of this activity
are, but they are undoubtedly there. The main thing is that they
were done in the spirit of helpfulness, dedication and humility.

Joe Solinski

Completion of failed trim including sides and roof
back and side of shelter. This is northwest view.

Joe Solinski

The wood was scraped and sanded before the application of
the primer coats.

Joe Solinski

Joe Solinski

Don MacBean

Failed trim was replaced on all corners of the shelter
including the eves. This is the west side of shelter.

This is a view of the north side.
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This is south west corner view.

The primer has been applied to all sides,
eaves, doors and w window frames awaiting
the traditional CA&E red and gray.

Joe Solinski

The north side of the shelter
with primer coat applied.

Joe Solinski

Joe Solinski

Joe Solinski

Joe Solinski

Joe Solinski

After failed wood was
replaced; one of two
primer coats of paint
was applied, seen
here by Joe Solinski

First gray coat applied.

Hollywood shelter is nearly complete, the two final coats of red and gray
have been applied. This shows the north and west sides of the shelter.

And then there was the “eyesore” of the CA&E “Hollywood”
station. It had not been painted for years, wood was rotting and
in need of replacement and it was in need of a general “cleanup.”
See the before, during and after pictures.
“Weed whacking” found its way to Joe’s agenda. There were
and are places on Museum grounds that can not be reached by our
lawn mower. Joe filled in there on occasion. No big deal but done.

Oh yes, there was Halloween Ghost Story Train” and the
“Polar Express.” Lots of kids mean lots of mess, cookies, cocoa
spills napkins used song sheets and the like and CTA 40 and 43
needed “cleaning” each weekend. Joe and Sandy were there cleaning. And that is probably not all.
And our new prize possession - AE&FRE 304. When you get
(Continued on page 6)
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Don MacBean
Don MacBean

But wait, a detail but an important one - the doorway floor
was in very bad shape and was replaced.
Joe gets a chance to inspect and to admire his handiwork - all
complete in less than a year.

Photographer unknown, Mark Lanuza collection - courtesy SLIHS.

Volunteers
Make it Big Time
(Continued from page 5)

To view this in color, go to our web site and
click on “Newsletters.”
www.foxtrolley.org/newsletters
FOX RIVER LINES
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Hollywood Station as it looked on the CA&E in 1955.
The road crossing is Raymond Street now in South Elgin as it looks today.

Don MacBean

a chance take a look and sit in the luxury
of 1923 cushions (the bottoms). Joe had
all 24 cushions covered in new material in
weeks (not years). And they look so
professional and inviting. The work was
done in an unheated car by Joe and Sandy.
Again see the pictures.
Most recently Joe and Sandy heard
about the Thursday, July 15 charter for the
Northwest National Bank of Davenport,
Iowa that was using CNS&M 715. The day
before the charter they washed windows
and mopped the floor and did other
housekeeping work items that did not go
unrecognized by our guests.
These are just some of the measurable and observable efforts of Joe and
Sandy. And by the way with not much
supervision or problems and done in ONE
year! Again in the words of an accomplished, poet Clement Clarke Moore in
“The Night Before Christmas” last lines:
“And laying his finger aside of his nose,
and giving a nod, up the chimney he rose.
. . But I heard him exclaim ere he rode
out of sight: “Merry Christmas to all and
to all a good night.” Lots of happy kids
and in the case of the Museum lots of
happy appreciative members. Thanks Joe
and Sandy!
Don MacBean

AE&FRE #304, CA&E #458 and CTA
#75 have been with us for more than six
months. So what has happened to them?
A lot! Read and look on.
AE&FRE 304 and CTA 45 arrived on
two beautiful early November days and
CA&E 458 on a not to nice snowy and
windy January 27, 2010. The cars were
placed in their temporary storage places
for later movement to locations where
work could commence on their restoration work and return to service.
This is the story in car number order.
The cars were assigned as projects by Joe
Hazinski, Car Department Superintendent
as follows: CTA 45 and CA&E 458. Fred
Lonnes, and AE&FRE 304 Joe Hazinski.
And as they say at the Olympics “Let the
games begin!” And they did!

Let’s start with Car 45

From left to right, Chuck Galitz, Joe Solinski and Joe Hazinski having a
“satisfied” look at the completed reworked dashboard on # 1 (north) end of
AE&FRE 304 readied for TrolleyFest - Riverfest Express August 21 and 22, 2010.

ongoing assistance will have our Track
Crew visiting East Troy through 2011.
Car 45 was one of 50 single cars
delivered to the Chicago Transit Authority
in 1959. Initially utilized on the West
Northwest (today CTA’s Blue Line) they
later became mainstays in Evanston
Service (Purple Line) due to their “oneman” operational configuration and
trolley poles. A number of the cars were
also fitted for used on the Skokie Swift
(Yellow Line). In 1985 the fleet was
overhauled by Morrison-Knudsen in
Hornell, NY to allow them to run until

their retirement in 1997.
The move of car 45 from East Troy
was coordinated with the delivery of Fox
River Car 304. Following the unloading of
304 the Silk Road Transport truck and
driver traveled to East Troy and loaded 45
on the evening of November 2.
The loading and securing of the car was
handled by FRTM volunteers Pat Storm
and Fred Lonnes along with Silk Road
driver Don Agressi. To meet the height
requirements the trolley poles were
removed from the roof of the car. The next
(Continued on page 8)

Metal side piece at No. 1 end front entrance of AE&FRE 304
fabricated by Leo Metz and painted by Joe Solinski.

Joe Hazinski

Don MacBean

While this car did not get the notoriety that the other cars arriving last fall and
winter received, its arrival on November 3
was the result of ongoing efforts to secure
an additional back-up car for the
Museum’s Polar Express fleet. Acquired
from the East Troy Electric Railroad in
exchange for the assistance of the FRTM
Track Crew in maintenance of East Troy’s
rails, as well as a formal $1 payment, the
car is a welcomed addition the fleet. The
FRTM Track Crew is working with the East
Troy volunteers to develop their track
maintenance program and staff. The

Don MacBean

Status of the
Three “New Cars”

Completed reworked dashboard on # 1 (north) end of AE&FRE 304
ready for TrolleyFest - River fest Express August 21 and 22, 2010.
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morning the truck traveled, via a winding
route, through southern Wisconsin and
northern Illinois to arrive at the Museum.
Escort service was provided by Joe
Hazinski and Fred Lonnes
Since its arrival at South Elgin the car
has had it trolley boards replaced and the
poles re-installed. At present the car can
operate under its own power, however
additional work is ongoing to bring the
car up to acceptable condition for regular
passenger service. The goal is to have it
available as a back-up for cars 40 & 43, the
regular Polar Express fleet this winter.

Don MacBean

Status of the
Three
“New Cars”
(Continued from page 7)

458’s reverser case has a new cover.

AE&FRE 304

The arrival of 458 was noted on a
previous issue of Fox River Lines. The
details of the move from Cleveland
include the travel by FRTM volunteers Joe
Hazinski and Fred Lonnes in mid-January.
Starting on Friday, January 15th at
Cleveland’s Brookpark Shop where the
cars had been transferred we worked to
prepare the car for transport. Broken
windows were replaced with plywood
boards and trolley poles removed. Work
also included cleaning out the interior
that had been trashed by visiting raccoons. The material removed filled up a
small trash dumpster. The following week
later, Monday, January 25th the Silk Road
super-load truck arrived and the car was
loaded (with the assistance of Cleveland
FOX RIVER LINES
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A newly manufactured field coil is now in place in 458’s
air compressor, thanks to Swiger Coil Co. of Cleveland.

Don MacBean

CA&E 458

Don MacBean

Joseph Hazinski reports that all the
seat cushions have been re-upholstered
and installed by Joe Solinski. (see pages
10-11). Seat backs plus the three spares
have been re-upholstering by Kustom
Seating Unlimited of Bellwood, Illinois at
no cost to the museum for either labor or
material and placed in service for Trolley
Fest on August 21st and 22nd. While the
seat backs were out the floor was
repainted. Our neighbor Leo Metz has
made up a replacement piece of sheet
metal trim for the #1 end of the car along
with replacement floor edge and both are
in place.”

The M-G set has a new cover. (black in picture).

Don MacBean

The Museum ran a Donor’s Special for folks contributing to the AE&FRE 304 restoration fund. Tony Lazara,
second from right and Gene Germaine first right from Kustom Car Seating Co. who donated all of the seat backs
for 304 are enjoying the fruits of their efforts in this venerable artifact and star of the Museum’s collection.

RTA staff) and tied down for the trip to
Illinois. The loading and tie down process
went well into the evening hours (and
darkness). Finally the truck was ready for
departure at sunrise. At over 125 feet in
length the truck configuration was such as
to require a Police Escort for part of the
journey in Ohio. While the loaded truck
made its way to South Elgin, Fred Lonnes
and Don MacBean were working the
logistics of how we were going to make
the turns needed to put the truck in
position for unloading. The truck was
routed over Interstate roads through
Columbus, Indianapolis, Bloomington to
I-39 to IL 64 into St. Charles where it
would turn north on IL 31. Through the
efforts of South Elgin Village Manager
Larry Jones and Police Chief Chris Merritt
contact was made with St. Charles Police
Deputy Chief Dave Kintz to help facilitate
the travel through town. St. Charles Office
Rich Clark intercepted our convoy at the
west edge of town and escorted us to the
intersection of Route 31 where other
officers had cordoned off the entire
corner. Our convoy moved through nonstop and proceeded up Route 31 without
a hitch. Upon entering South Elgin
Officer Jerry Krawczyk escorted us to
Sundown Road where, with traffic
blocked, we wyed the truck to be in
proper position for unloading. A big
thanks to the St. Charles Police, Tri-Com

Dispatch Center (in St. Charles) and the
South Elgin Police for making the whole
process work flawlessly.
The unloading went smoothly and
the Silk Road truck departed in the early
afternoon for their trip home to New York.
It should be noted that this move, loading
and unloading was carried out in snow
squalls. The writer is not sure if working in
hot summer weather or cold snowy
weather is the best for this kind of work.
As with most things at the Museum, one
has to work with the conditions as they
occur. Thanks to Chuck Galitz, Pat Storm,
Joe Hazinski and Fred Lonnes for help in
getting the car unloaded.
Since the car arrived at the Museum
work has progressed to get it operational.
The first order of business was to seal the
roof. Inspection revealed that while the
roof was in better than expected condition it has an asphalt coating on the
canvas. Also a number of small tears were
noted. Following some research, a
compatible primer and coating was
purchased and applied (including
patching of tears and securing of loose
areas) at the end of May.
Check out of the other systems
continued. The air compressor was found
to have a defective field coil. After some
effort the defective coil was removed and
sent out as a sample to have a new one
manufactured. Thanks to Swiger Coil of

Cleveland for their assistance and
donation of a newly manufactured coil.
After installation the compressor now
works. Continuing checks of the air
system are now progressing.
Another system that was checked is
the Motor-Generator (MG) set. This
supplies power to maintain change in the
battery and also operate the interior lights
and fans. A check-out found missing
brushes in the MG and missing relay in
the MG control system. Replacement
brushes were available in the Museum’s
stock and with small revision to the
controls the missing relay has been
replaced by a more modern component.
This is only a progress report. More
work lays ahead to get the car to operate
on its own and the interior will require an
extensive refurbishment before it can be
enjoyed by the public. The goal for 2010 is
to have the car run under its own power.
Baring any additional major setbacks, it
looks like this goal can be attained.
Many thanks to all those who have
been able to assist with these projects:
Fred Lonnes, Joe Solinski, Leo Metz, Ed
Konecki, Chris Nelson, Art Lemke, Ralph
Taylor, Matt DelGiudice, Joe Hazinski as
well as others who were passing by and
gave a hand.
Don MacBean,
Joe Hazinski and
Fred Lonnes
S P R I N G 2 0 10
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Don MacBean

Stitching other side for tacking down. - Don MacBean

Don MacBean

Cutting end piece for the front fit.

3
Another view of tacking down front fit. - Don MacBean
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Don MacBean

Stitching other side for tacking down.

Tacking down one stretch for a fit. Pictures numbered in order of progress.

2

4

6
Final tacking of front edge of seat.

Don MacBean

1

Don MacBean

Don MacBean

Joe Solinski reupholstering
seat bottonms in AE&FRE 304

Don MacBean

8
Re-installing metal trim piece on side of seat.

Joe Solinski

Finishing tacking up the seat cushion.

Don MacBean

7

Resplendent with all new seat backs courtesy of Kustom Seating of Bellwood Illinois, and seat cushions through the
combined efforts of Joe Hazinski, Fred Lonnes and Joe Hazinski AE&FRE 304’s re-worked lighting shows it all off beautifully.
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Board Announces Meeting
and Event Dates for 2010
Board of Directors Meetings
Saturday, September 25, 2010 - 7 pm South Elgin Village Hall
Sunday, November 21, 2010 - 1 pm South Elgin Village Hall

As Seen
from the
Observation Car

Annual Members Meeting
Saturday, November 13, 2010 - 7 pm South Elgin Village Hall

Members Day
Saturday, June 12, 2010 – 11 am to 4 pm Museum Grounds
Saturday, September 25, 2010 – 11 am to 4 pm Museum Grounds

Clean Up Day
Saturday, May 1, 2010 10 am to 5 pm Museum Grounds

Track Department Field Trip

Trolley vs. Trolley
Ask our average member what is a “trolley” and they would say
well it is ah . . uh . . like:-

Saturday, May 22, 2010 - East Troy Museum

IN MEMORIAM
George Ware

REMINDER
To view this and ALL Fox River Lines
from 2000 to date in color, go to our web site

www.foxtrolley.org
and click on “Newsletters” and then click on
the issue you wish to view.
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Ask our average visitor such as the folks from our recent charter
from Davenport Iowa and they would say and one did insist:-

Don MacBean

Dr. Ware visited the Museum many times to look at our 450
plus year old oak trees. He identified the south oak as a “White
Oak” in layman’s terms and the north as a hybrid white oak and
burr oak and to offer his suggestions as to their care and nurture.
He also gave us a layman’s method for determining their age. He
was always very generous with his time knowledge and experience.
George was an internationally recognized expert on trees
their nurture, preservation and use. He attributed his interest in
trees and urban landscapes to early awareness of the need for
shade, greenery, and other landscape amenities in the often
drought-plagued towns of Oklahoma, Kansas, and other areas of
the Great Plains. He taught botany, ecology, dendrology, and
conservation at universities in Oklahoma and Louisiana. He
joined the staff at the Morton Arboretum in 1968 as Dendrologist, becoming the Research Director in 1978. He retired in 1995
but continued his work as Research Associate at the Arboretum until his 85th birthday.
The Museum and I appreciate and will continue to appreciate Dr. Ware’s contribution and generous giving of time, experience and knowledge to the Fox River Trolley Museum and its two
very unique assets.
Don MacBean

Don MacBean

1924 - 2010

This particular lady, and she was middle aged, insisted that
CNS&M 715 as it approached Blackhawk Station was not a trolley!
It took a short explanation to convince her that the “trolley bus” was
simply sort of a replica of a trolley on rubber wheels and that 715 was
simply a big “trolley,” the real thing.
So what does this have to do with us (Museum Members)? It
points to the need for all of us to get the message out . . . after all we
advertise “Education the Demonstration” which we identify as the
result of our “advertising hook” “Come Ride With Us!” This same
confusion is also part of many phone inquiries and e-mails. I guess we
can not assume our visitors are as savvy as we are. It provides us an
opportunity to “educate” and sell the opportunities inherit in the
Museum when asked or NOT asked!

Don MacBean

